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Abstract
We analyze the pentagon transitions involving arbitrarily many flux-tube gluonic excitations
and bound states thereof in planar N = 4 Super-Yang-Mills theory. We derive all-loop
expressions for all these transitions by factorization and fusion of the elementary transitions
for the lightest gluonic excitations conjectured in a previous paper. We apply the proposals
so obtained to the computation of MHV and NMHV scattering amplitudes at any loop order
and find perfect agreement with available perturbative data up to four loops.
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1 Introduction
In its original incarnation, String Theory was proposed as the description of the colour flux
tube which holds quarks together. It was soon after dethroned by Quantum Chromodynamics
as the description of the strong interaction. The current wisdom is, however, that the two
descriptions actually coexist or, in more modern terms, are dual to each other. Unfortunately
we do not have a crisp exact description of the QCD string at our disposal yet. Were it known,
we would be learning about the interactions of quarks and gluons in four dimensions from
the (supposedly simpler) study of the one dimensional flux tube dynamics.
One of the most fascinating aspects of planar N = 4 SYM theory, a supersymmetric
distant cousin of QCD, is the nearly absolute control over its associated colour flux tube,
i.e. of its dual string. Not only is the dual string theory known [1] but it so happens that the
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Figure 1: Picture of flux tube excitations and their quantum numbers. Lying on the diagonal
are the twist-one excitations which can be scalar φ, fermionic ψ, ψ¯, or gluonic F, F¯ . The
latter excitations can form bound states depicted on the bottom and top rows. There is
precisely one bound state at any given twist 2, 3, . . . and U(1) charge ±2,±3, . . . , denoted
by DF ∼ F 2, D2F ∼ F 3, . . . or their complex conjugates. In this paper we consider the OPE
contribution from states made out of any number of gluons and bound states, that is built
out of the excitations presented in the boldfaced squares only.
flux tube dynamics is as simple as it could be: the flux tube excitations interact with each
other in a factorized way. In other words, the flux tube of this gauge theory is integrable [2]
and extremely well understood [3–5].
The formalism which tames the flux tube and puts it to use in the study of gluon scattering
amplitudes goes by the name of the pentagon approach. It was proposed in [6] as a refinement
of the so called OPE program [5]. In this approach, scattering amplitudes in planar N = 4
SYM theory are given by an OPE sum over all multi-particle excitations of the flux tube.
It is certainly a formidable task to spell out this sum in full detail. After all, there is a
plethora of flux tube excitations, see figure 1, and thence a multitude of multi-particle states
one should sum over.
There is, however, a natural hierarchy amongst all those states. The more particles we
have, the heavier the state is (i.e. the biggest is its flux tube energy) and thus the more
suppressed is its contribution to the OPE sum. It is thus very natural to begin with the
states with the smallest excitation numbers. This is precisely what we did in [7] and [8] where
we analyzed in detail the contributions of the states with one- and two-particle respectively.
In this paper, we initiate a more systematic study of the multi-particle states by con-
sidering the OPE contributions involving arbitrarily many flux tube gluonic excitations, see
figure 1. In other words, we will drop the scalar and fermionic excitations and study all that
remains. This is clearly a very brutal truncation of the full OPE series. Still, it defines an
interesting subsector for both physical and technical reasons.
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Firstly, the gluonic excitations are associated to the transverse fluctuations of the flux
tube which are present in any gauge theory. In this sense, they are the most universal amongst
all flux tube excitations and the gluonic subsector stands as the most representative of all.
Furthermore, at strong coupling, scattering amplitudes are given by a minimal surface
computation in AdS5 [11]. From the OPE viewpoint, this result comes mostly from resum-
ming the contributions of any number of gluon excitations [6, 10].1 This is in line with the
usual AdS/CFT cartoonish intuition which associates the physics of the sphere with that
of the gauge theory scalars and the physics of AdS with the gluonic dynamics of the gauge
theory. Understanding the gluons and their bound states is therefore a necessary step toward
explaining how the full minimal area prescription emerges out of the OPE.
Yet another motivation comes from the interplay with the perturbative analysis at weak
coupling. In this context, the OPE is providing valuable boundary data for the scattering
amplitude bootstrap program laid out in [12, 13]. The gluonic sector includes in particular
two subsectors that have proven to be extremely useful. They correspond to truncating the
OPE series to the contributions of multi-gluon states all of the same helicity (be it positive
or negative) only. Intriguingly, requiring the perturbative result to match these maximal
helicity contributions for one- and two-gluon states has been enough thus far to bootstrap
the hexagon Wilson loop to four loops within the hexagon function program [12, 13]. We
can not rule out the optimistic possibility that these subsectors alone – with an arbitrary
number of gluons – might suffice to bootstrap the full hexagon at all loops.
The last reason is more technical. The scalars and fermions, which we are disregarding
here, transform non-trivially under the SU(4) R-symmetry, see figure 1. As a consequence,
their pentagon transitions are SU(4) tensors, with as many indices as excitations involved.
The gluonic transitions are free of such a complication and hence much easier to study. They
serve as a laboratory for understanding the abelian components (a.k.a. dynamical parts [7,9])
of the multi-particle transitions in general.
The strategy adopted in this paper is the following. First, we will bootstrap the tran-
sitions for multi-particle states of the lightest gluonic excitations (in Section 2). This will
allow us to make contact with the conjectures put forward in [6]. Next, we shall fuse these
elementary objects together and obtain the general transitions involving bound states as well
(in Section 3). Finally, we shall explain how to convert these predictions into finite coupling
results for scattering amplitudes. We shall focus on the MHV and NMHV 6- and 7-points
amplitudes and compare our findings with the available perturbative data (in Section 4).
2 Multi-particle Transitions
The lightest gluonic excitations are the twist-one gluons F and F¯ in figure 1. (In terms of
the components of the Faraday tensor, F = F−z and F¯ = F−z¯ while in bi-spinor notation
F = F11 and F¯ = F1˙1˙, see [7].) We also have heavier gluonic excitations which can be
thought of as bound states of the lightest ones. In this paper we shall employ the unifying
1This is a slight oversimplification as explained in [8, 9] in more detail.
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notation
Fa(u) (1)
to indicate a gluonic excitation carrying rapidity u (or, equivalently, momentum pa(u) along
the flux tube direction). The index a will allow us to keep record of the U(1) charges of the
gluon, with a = 1 for the positive helicity twist-one gluon F and a = −1 for its negative
helicity counterpart F¯ . In this notation a bound state of n gluons of positive/negative helicity
is denoted as Fn(u)/F−n(u) respectively.
Throughout we shall also use µa(u) to indicate the square measure of the excitation (1).
Equivalently, our states are normalized as
〈Fb(v)|Fa(u)〉 = 2pi
µa(u)
δab δ(u− v) , (2)
and similarly for multi particles, see [7] for further details. The main result of this paper is
the bootstrap of the gluon pentagon transition2
Pa1,...,aN |b1,...,bM (u1, . . . , uN |v1, . . . , vM) = 〈Fb1(v1), . . . |P|Fa1(u1), . . . 〉 , (3)
involving any number of gluons and bound states in both incoming and outgoing states. As
a result of the Z2 symmetry of the pentagon P
µa = µ−a and P~a|~b = P−~a|−~b , (4)
such that in practice only the overall sign of the helicities in (3) matters. Later we will
introduce another class of transitions (the so called charged transitions) for which this will
not be the case.
The goal of this section is to present the form of the most general multi-particle pentagon
transition involving the lightest gluonic excitations alone. Bound states can be understood
by fusing these excitations together and will be the subject of the next section.
2.1 Elementary Transitions
We start by recalling what is known about these transitions from our analysis of the one and
two particle OPE contributions [6–8]. In [6] we bootstrapped the direct transitions involving
a single gluon in both the bottom and top of the pentagon. In pictures,
P1|1(u|v) =
u
v
F
F¯
P1|−1(u|v) =
u
v
F
F
, , (5)
where blue/red dots represent insertions of a positive/negative helicity gluon field. Note that
in our conventions P1|1 corresponds to inserting the field F on the bottom and its conjugate
2We shall drop the separator ‘|’ in the lower indices of P if either the initial or final state is the vacuum.
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Figure 2: (a) The inverse mirror transformation u → u−γ sends an excitation to the neigh-
bouring edge on the right and simultaneously flips its U(1) charge. (b) A sequence of five
mirror rotations sends the excitation all the way around the pentagon.
F¯ on the top. It is thus the transition that preserves the helicity of the excitation which is
flowing in between, whereas P1|−1 violates it.3
The so called direct transitions (5) obey a set of axioms, which was proposed and used
in [6] to bootstrap their finite coupling expressions. One of these postulates relates these
transitions to the flux-tube S-matrices Sa,b for the gluonic excitations. It was dubbed the
fundamental relation in [6] and simply reads
Pa|b(u|v) = Pb|a(v|u)Sa,b(u, v) . (6)
Ironically, the fundamental relation is the most powerful of all axioms and yet the least well
understood.
The helicity preserving and the helicity violating transitions are not independent. Instead,
one can relate them by using the so called mirror transformation u → uγ which allows us
to move particles from one edge to its left neighbour. (Similarly, we can use the inverse
transformation u → u−γ to move a particle to the right.) The point is that under one such
move the gluon F changes into a F¯ and vice-versa [6, 7]. In this way we can relate the two
transitions in (5) through the mirror axiom,
Pa|b(u−γ|v) = P−b|a(v|u) , (7)
as depicted in figure 2.a.
The mirror transformations can be composed to move particles around the pentagon from
one edge to any other edge. In this regard, one can easily convince oneself that the above
relations, combined with the identity
P−a|b(u2γ|v) = 1
Pa|b(u|v) , (8)
(which was discussed in great detail in appendix B.1 of [8],) suffice to perform any sequence of
mirror transformations. The simplest application of such manipulations was presented in [8]
where the creation (annihilation) amplitudes for two gluons were derived from the direct
transitions (5) by bringing both particles to the top (bottom). For illustration, using (8)
3These two transitions were respectively denoted as P (u|v) = PFF (u|v) and P¯ (u|v) = PFF¯ (u|v) in [7].
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to move the particle u from bottom to top leads to the creation amplitude Pa,b(0|u, v) =
1/Pa|b(u|v). Since a creation amplitude can also be regarded as an annihilation amplitude,
the same relation can also be cast as
Pa,b(u, v|0) = 1
Pb|a(v|u) . (9)
We note, in particular, that an immediate consequence of (6) is the relation4
Pa,b(u, v|0) = Sa,b(u, v)Pb,a(v, u|0) . (10)
It is reassuring for the consistency of the full bootstrap program to see this relation coming
out. The point is that while the physical origin of (6) is still elusive, the relation (10) is the
celebrated Watson equation [16]. It translates the simple statement that once two incoming
(or outgoing) particles are swapped one should pay their corresponding S-matrix. Intrigu-
ingly, for us the Watson equation is a consequence of the (more mysterious) fundamental
relation where one performs the very unorthodox manipulation of swapping an incoming
with an outgoing particle.
We end this section by noting that we can compose several of the above moves to check
many other identities with a clear geometrical interpretation. If we rotate all particles in the
pentagon towards their neighbouring edge, for instance, the pentagon transitions better be
left invariant. Indeed,
Pa|b(u−γ|v−γ) = P−a|−b(u|v) = Pa|b(u|v) (11)
follows immediately by applying (7) twice. A slightly more interesting relation is
Pa,b(u
5γ, v|0) = Pb,−a(v, u|0) . (12)
It states that if we take an annihilation form factor with two particles in the bottom of
the pentagon and carry clock-wise the leftmost particle all around the pentagon, through
a sequence of five mirror rotations, we end up with the annihilation amplitude where this
particle is now standing on the right with its helicity flipped, see figure 2.b. Again, using
the relations given before, it is straightforward to establish this relation.5
2.2 General Transitions
With no loss of generality, we shall focus on the annihilation amplitudes Pa1...aN (u1, . . . , uN |0)
where all particles are incoming. After all, following the discussion of the previous section,
we can easily move particles from bottom to top and vice-versa through a sequence of mirror
transformations as
Pa1,...,aN |b1,...,bM (u
2γ
1 , . . . , uN |v1, . . . , vM) = Pa2,...,aN |−a1,b1,...,bM (u2, . . . , uN |u1, v1, . . . , vM) ,
4Unitarity for the S-matrix yields Sa,b(u, v) = 1/Sb,a(v, u) and has been used to arrive at (10).
5For the impatient reader, one sequence that does the job is
Pa,b(u
5γ , v|0) (9)= 1
Pb|a(v|u5γ)
(11)
=
1
Pb|a(v−γ |u4γ)
(7)
=
1
P−a|b(u4γ |v)
(8)
= Pa|b(u2γ |v) (8)= 1
P−a|b(u|v)
(9)
= Pb,−a(v, u|0) .
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or
Pa1,...,aN |b1,...,bM (u1, . . . , u
−3γ
N |v1, . . . , vM) = Pa1,...aN−1|b1,...,bM ,aN (u1, . . . , uN−1|v1, . . . , vM , uN) .
As usual, the strategy for determining these amplitudes will be to first postulate a set of
axioms that these objects must satisfy and then look for its minimal (i.e. simplest possible)
realization. This set consists of the following three items:
1. Watson Equation:
P...,ai,ai+1,...(. . . , ui, ui+1, . . . |0) = Sai,ai+1(ui, ui+1)× P...,ai+1,ai,...(. . . , ui+1, ui, . . . |0)
ui ui+1 ui+1 ui
(13)
2. Square Limit:
i residue
u2=u1
Pa1,a2,a3,...,aN (u
2γ
1 , u2, u3, . . . , uN |0) =
δa1,a2
µa1(u1)
× Pa3,...,aN (u3, . . . , uN |0) .
×
(14)
3. Monodromy:
u5γ1 u1
Pa1,a2,...,aN (u
5γ
1 , u2, . . . , uN |0) = Pa2,...,aN ,−a1(u2, . . . , uN , u1|0) .
(15)
The first of these postulates was already discussed in the previous section and is the hallmark
of any form factor analysis. The second one is less common. It states that if we first move
the leftmost bottom particle to the top (with u1 → u2γ1 ) and send both that particle as well
as the (new) leftmost bottom particle towards the left edge of the pentagon then these two
excitations will perceive a square geometry. This is because the right cusp together with all
the other excitations effectively becomes infinitely far away from these two excitations [6,7].
Hence the result factorizes. In momentum space, this limit extracts the residue at u1 = u2
and results in a simple factorized square measure µa(u1) related to their direct transition
8
through6
i residue
u=v
Pa|b(u|v) = δa,b
µa(u)
, (16)
see [7]. The last axiom (15) is even simpler to digest. It states that if a (leftmost) particle
goes around the pentagon clockwise then after five mirror moves it ends up back at the
original edge (but now at the rightmost position and with a flipped helicity). (We saw how
this axiom was satisfied by the two particle annihilation form factor at the end of the previous
section.)
The goal now is to come up with an ansatz for solving these axioms. The simplest thing
to try is a totally factorized ansatz. Based on the two-particle examples discussed in the
previous section, the simplest possible guess would be
Pa1,...,aN (u1, . . . , uN |0) =
∏
i<j
Pai,aj(ui, uj|0) =
1∏
i>j
Pai|aj(ui|uj)
, (17)
where in the last equality we used the explicit form of the two-particle form factor (9).
Remarkably, this simple guess goes through all the pentagon axioms and, we conjecture,
plays the role of the minimal solution we were looking for. It is quite elementary to check
all three axioms. Both the Watson relation (13) and the monodromy condition (12) follows
immediately from the Watson equation (10) and the monodromy condition (12) for the two-
particle form factor. The square limit axiom (14) follows trivially once we use (16) and (8).
To finish our task, it remains to construct the most general transition by starting with
the annihilation form factor (17) and moving particles around as described before. Given
that the algebra is straightforward, we merely quote the result here and let the more diligent
readers work out the details. We find
Pa1,...,aN |b1,...,bM (u1, . . . , uN |v1, . . . , vM) =
∏
i,j
Pai|bj(ui|vj)∏
i>j
Pai|aj(ui|uj)
∏
i<j
Pbi|bj(vi|vj)
, (18)
which could hardly be any simpler. This factorized result had been anticipated in [6]. At
leading order in perturbation theory (and for identical particles) it was recently confirmed
in [17].
Since the fundamental transitions P1|1 and P1|−1 have been constructed at any coupling
in [6], our conjecture (18) provides a full finite coupling solution for the general pentagon
transition involving any number of gluons. Still, this does not exhaust the full gluonic
sector since we did not include bound states in the game yet. What we shall find is that
the expression (18) with the naive enlargement ai, bi ∈ Z suitably extends the pentagon
transitions to include bound states. The purpose of the next section is to establish it and,
more importantly, to construct the fundamental transitions Pa|b(u|v) for the bound states.
6In the past we sometimes used µ(u) or µF (u) to denote the fundamental gluon measure µ1(u) and
µDnF (u) for the bound-state measure µn+1(u).
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=
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Figure 3: In the notations of [7], the hexagon NMHV component W(1111) corresponds to
charging the bottom edge (here numbered 1) with four η’s. At tree level, this component
contains the insertion of a gauge field F at the bottom cusp [19,20]. In the OPE decomposi-
tion, charging the bottom edge this way amounts to replacing the bottom creation pentagon
transition P (0|ψ) with the charged transition P ∗(0|ψ).
Finally, let us stress again that the problem we are solving here is very similar to the
same sort of multi-particle bootstrap equations that arise in the computation of form factors
in integrable models. (In some limits, our pentagon transitions fall precisely into a class of
form factors previously considered in integrable theories; see e.g. [9] where we identified the
scalar pentagon transitions at strong coupling with the form factors of so called branch-point
twist fields that recently arose in the study of entanglement entropy in integrable theories
in [18].) Yet, such a simple factorized ansatz as in (18) for the multi-particle form factors –
constructed trivially out of the simplest possible form factors – is not the norm. What we
are finding here is way simpler than usual in this respect. Mathematically, it is the double
mirror move (8) that is underlying this ‘miracle’. Thanks to it, it became possible (and in
fact straightforward) to construct multi-particle form factors in terms of the single-particle
transitions directly. Interestingly, this double mirror move (8) is not disconnected from the
fundamental relation (6). In fact, it is clear that the Watson equations (10) together with
the double mirror move (8) imply the fundamental relation. In other words, understanding
this double move should shed light on the origin of both the mysterious fundamental relation
and the multi-particle ansatz.
2.3 Charged Transitions
What we described so far were pentagon transitions entering the analysis of bosonic Wilson
loops dual to MHV amplitudes. The NkMHV amplitudes are dual to super Wilson loops [19,
20] which differ from their bosonic counterparts by additional insertions of adjoint fields at
their edges and cusps. To address these more complicated objects within the OPE, we need
to generalize the pentagon transitions to charged (or super) transitions. The simplest such
charged transitions roughly correspond to inserting a gauge field F on the pentagon. They
allow us to describe NMHV components as the one depicted in figure 3. The claim [7] is
that one can obtain these NMHV components by simply replacing the bottom transition
10
F¯P ∗1 (0|u)
F¯
P ∗−1(u|0)=
F
P ∗−1(0|u)
F
P ∗1 (u|0)=
Figure 4: The four possible charged transitions for the creation or annihilation of a single
gluon excitation, F or F¯ . The equalities in the figure follow from the rotation symmetry of
the pentagon.
Pa1,...(0|u1, . . . ) of an MHV amplitude with its charged counterpart P ∗a1,...(0|u1, . . . ). Here we
bootstrap such charged transitions.
The first case of interest is the form factor for creating a single gluon in a charged
pentagon, see figure 4. This was studied in [7] and argued to be given by
P ∗a (0|u) = P ∗−a(u|0) = ha(u) , (19)
where7
h±1(u) =
[
x(u+ i/2)x(u− i/2)
g2
]±1
, (20)
in terms of the Zhukowsky variables
2x(u) = u+
√
u2 − 4g2 . (21)
We see that this form factor breaks the Z2 symmetry between the gluons F and F¯ , as
expected. (In particular, given that we are charging the pentagon with an F , it is natural
that the creation of an F is enhanced at weak coupling in comparison with the bosonic form
factor Pa(0|u) = 1, while the creation of an F¯ is suppressed.) More generally, we expect
all the charged transitions to break this symmetry but still respect the very same axioms
as written above. The simplest way of accommodating for such a thing is to adopt the
factorized ansatz
P ∗a1,...|b1,...(u1, . . . |v1, . . . ) = Pa1,...|b1,...(u1, . . . |v1, . . . )
∏
i
h−ai(ui)
∏
i
hbi(vi) . (22)
One can easily check that the three axioms (13), (14) and (15) are satisfied for these charged
transitions. The Watson equation (13), for instance, clearly continues to work, since the new
addition is symmetric. The remaining two axioms rely on two simple properties of ha(u) [7]:
ha(u
γ) = h−a(u) , h−a(u)ha(u) = 1 . (23)
The first relation reflects the fact that a gluon swaps its helicity under a mirror move and
it ensures that the monodromy relation (15) is also observed for the charged transitions.
Because of the second relation, we see that if we set two rapidities in the bottom and top
7Note that this form factor is even [7], i.e. P ∗a (−u|0) = P ∗a (u|0).
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ii
u
u
u[2]
u[−2]
Figure 5: A bound state of n gluons can be described by a vertical string of n Bethe rapidities
separated by i. The right prescription is to build the string for a centre-of-mass rapidity u
lying within the strip −2g < Re (u) < 2g. This (typically) means that the string is sitting
in-between the branch points present in the complex rapidity plane of a (twist-one) gluon.
This is what is shown here with the crosses representing the branch points at ±2g± i/2 and
the dashed lines the outward cuts connecting them.
to be the same (for gluons of the same kind) then the corresponding h’s in the new factor
cancel out. As such, the square limit axiom (14) also continues to hold. (Conversely, we
could have used the square limit axiom to further motivate the second identity in (23) which
was adopted as an axiom in [7] when bootstrapping the form factor ha(u).)
3 Bound States and Fusion
The lightest gluons studied thus far are only the tip of the gluonic sector. The latter also
comprises heavier excitations which are bound states of the twist-one gluons. In this section
we explain how the transitions for these bound states can be obtained from the ones for their
constituents.
3.1 Fusing the Transitions
A bound state is no more than the collection of its constituents, each carrying (typically) a
complex momentum. In integrable models, this description often becomes extremely simple
when written in rapidity space. This is the case here, and, in these terms, a bound state of n
gluons is just a so called Bethe string of n rapidities, with any two close-by rapidities being
separated by i from each other. Accordingly, the energy and momentum of the bound state
12
are obtained by summing over its fused elements,
Ea(u) =
|a|∑
k=1
E1(u
[+2k−|a|−1]) , pa(u) =
|a|∑
k=1
p1(u
[+2k−|a|−1]) , (24)
with u[j] = u+ ij/2 and u = 1|a|
|a|∑
k=1
u[+2k−|a|−1] the center-of-mass rapidity.
We must add that there is an important caveat here. As functions of u, the energy
and momentum of a single gluon, i.e. E1(u) and p1(u), both have a rich cut structure. It
is therefore not enough to write (24); we also need to specify where in this complicated
Riemann surface should the string be formed. The prescription turns out to be rather simple
(see section 4.1 of [4]): we should construct the string inside the strip −2g < Re (u) < 2g, as
illustrated in figure 5. Practically, this is most easily done after moving the string upwards
(that is, towards large positive imaginary values) such that all its constituent rapidities lie
far away from all the cuts. In other words, we can safely fuse gluons into bound states by
first going to the so called half mirror sheet – represented by the middle (green) sheet in
figure 6. Once done, we can analytically continue the outcome back to wherever we want,
and, in particular, to the original real sheet – that is, to the top (blue) sheet in the same
figure.
These bound states can also be thought of as fundamental particles, not any differently
from the twist-one gluons. Like the latter excitations, they admit a mirror transformation
that flips their energy and momentum. It is implemented by carrying the centre-of-mass
rapidity u of the string through the path γ represented in figure 6. The very same trans-
formation implements the mirror rotation for the lightest gluons. Therefore, as we take the
string through this path, all its (light) constituents cross the cuts and undergo a mirror
transformation, resulting in
Ea(u
γ) = ipa(u) , pa(u
γ) = iEa(u) , (25)
regardless of how big the a-string is.
We can also study more complicated observables, like the S-matrix Sa,b between two
bound states. Following the familiar procedure, it can be obtained by fusing the S-matrices
between the strings elements, yielding
Sa,b(u, v) =
|a|∏
k=1
|b|∏
j=1
S1,(u
[+2k−|a|−1], v[+2j−|b|−1]) ,  = sign(ab) . (26)
So defined, the S-matrix is automatically unitary and crossing symmetric,
Sa,b(u, v)Sb,a(v, u) = 1 , Sa,b(u
2γ, v)Sa,−b(u, v) = 1 , (27)
since both properties are fulfilled by the original |a| = |b| = 1 (i.e. twist one) S-matrix [6, 7]
and both immediately lift to the general case through (26).
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real
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mirror
Figure 6: Riemann surface of the gluonic excitation (with imaginary part of u growing to the
right). The mirror path γ from the physical (or real) to mirror kinematics is depicted in red.
It consists of a sequence of two similar steps that each can be thought of as an half-mirror
rotation. Starting from the real sheet, we can access the half-mirror (or Goldstone) sheet
by crossing the first Zhukowsky cut in the upper half rapidity plane. (In the physical sheet
there are infinitely many other cuts in the lower/upper half planes, as indicated by the black
dots.) This half mirror sheet contains the Goldstone point E = −ip = |a|, whose presence
follows from symmetry considerations [3]. It is realized at u = ∞ which is a regular point
on this sheet. Yet another nice feature of this sheet is that it only contains finitely many
cuts. There are only two of them for the twist-one gluon and |a|+ 1 for the bound state Fa.
(Only the two outermost cuts are depicted on the green sheet, with the |a| − 1 remaining
ones implicitly lying in-between them.) When sitting on this sheet, we are half way to both
real and mirror kinematics. To complete our trip we should cross the bottom-most cut in the
lower half plane of the half mirror sheet. This brings us to the mirror sheet whose analytical
properties are identical to those of the real one, but where E and p have exchanged their
role.
It is now tempting to assume that the very same recipe work as well for the pentagon
transitions. Namely, we are led to set that
Pa|b(u|v) =
|a|∏
k=1
|b|∏
j=1
P1|(u[+2k−|a|−1]|v[+2j−|b|−1]) ,  = sign(ab) , (28)
for the general transitions among bound states of gluons. This is the main formula of this
section: it links together the transitions for bound states and constituent gluons.
Further motivation for adopting the ansatz (28) is that it verifies all the defining axioms
for Pa|b. Two of them are actually automatic. Namely, if properties (6) and (7) hold for the
twist-one gluons, then (28) guarantees – together with (26) – that they carry over to the
bound states. What is less apparent is that the representation (28) correctly embodies the
square limit (16).
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Let us verify it in detail for the bound state of two gluons. In this case we have
P2|2(u|v) = P1|1(u+|v+)P1|1(u+|v−)P1|1(u−|v+)P1|1(u−|v−) , (29)
with u± = u ± i/2 and similarly for v. According to (16), this should have a simple pole
at u = v. Instead, it seems as if the right hand side had a double pole, since both the first
and last transitions behave as
P1|1(u±|v±) ∼ 1
i(u− v)
1
µ1(u±)
, (30)
when u ∼ v. What saves the day is that the third transition, P1|1(u−|v+), vanishes (linearly)
when u→ v, while the remaining factor, P1|1(u+|v−), happens to be regular. Both properties
are manifest in the representation (93) given in appendix B.1 and, in the end, guarantee that
P2|2 has the proper square limit. The associated square measure for the two-gluon bound
state, i.e. µ2(u) = 1/(i residue
u=v
P2|2(u|v)), can therefore be written as8
µ2(u) = i residue
v=u
µ1(u
+)µ1(v
−)
P1|1(u+|v−)P1|1(v−|u+) , (31)
which perfectly agrees with the result anticipated in [8]. (We recall that the argument given
in [8] in favour of (31) was that one should be able to look for the bound-state measure as a
pole of the two-gluon integrand for the hexagon.)
The algebra for the general case is essentially the same. In appendix B we provide a
detailed construction of the bound-state transitions and verify that they all have the proper
behaviour in the square limit. As mentioned above, the subtle point in this construction is
that it should be done in the right kinematical region, the most convenient of which being the
half-mirror sheet. This is carried out in appendix B together with the analytical continuation
of the fused object back to the physical sheet. The summary of the final results together with
a discussion of their weak coupling expansions (performed in the physical sheet) is presented
in appendix A.
Equipped with the direct transitions (28) it is not more complicated than before to
construct the most generic multi-particle transition involving bound states. The multi-
particle ansatz (18), which we encountered above for the lightest gluons, but now with
ai, bi ∈ Z perfectly does perfectly the job. We leave it as an instructive exercise to the reader
to check that it obeys the defining axioms (13),(14) and (15).
3.2 Fusing the NMHV Form Factors
The same fusion procedure should apply for the charged transitions discussed in section 2.3.
These transitions differ from the bosonic ones by a simple product of h’s, see (22). Hence,
to fuse them, one simply needs to fuse these h’s, hence obtaining ha(u) from h±1(u). This
is what is done in great detail below. The most interesting aspect of this exercise is that
8One can use that P1|1(u−|v+) ∼ −P1|1(v−|u+) for u ∼ v, which follows from P1|1(u−|v+) having a
simple zero.
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it illustrates neatly the importance of fusing in the right place (while avoiding most of
the technicalities involved in the fusion of more complicated objects such as the pentagon
transitions, see appendix B).
We start with the simplest bound state, F2(u), and its associated form factor
h2(u) = h1(u+ i/2)h1(u− i/2) . (32)
Using the expression (20) for h1(u) we immediately get
h2(u) =
x+(u+ i/2)x−(u+ i/2)
g2
x+(u− i/2)x−(u− i/2)
g2
, (33)
where x±(u) = x(u ± i/2). Naively, the right hand side of this equation evaluates to x(u +
i)x(u)2x(u− i)/g4, which is certainly correct for |Re (u)| > 2g. However, this is not where we
are instructed to fuse. Instead we should consider |Re (u)| < 2g, such that for real u we are
right on top of the Zhukoswky cut in (21). To avoid this, it helps giving u an infinitesimal
imaginary part and write x−(u + i/2) = x(u + i0) and x+(u − i/2) = x(u − i0). The two
options differ by the choice of branch in (21),
2x(u± i0) = u± i
√
4g2 − u2 , (34)
and are simply the inverse of each other, i.e. x(u + i0) = g2/x(u − i0). This more careful
analysis of (33) yields then g2 instead of x(u)2 and eventually
h2(u) =
x(u+ i)x(u− i)
g2
, (35)
which is the right result.
The algebra got tricky because we had to do the fusion in the vicinity of the cuts. As
advocated earlier, this can actually be avoided by first going to the half-mirror sheet. We
recall that to get there, starting from the real sheet for −2g < u < 2g, it suffices to transport
our bound state upwards, that is toward the green sheet depicted in figure 6. Since we
cross the top Zhukowsky cut along the way, we observe that x− → g2/x− while x+ remains
untouched. This gives
h1(uˆ) =
x(u+ i/2)
x(u− i/2) , (36)
where the hat on u reminds us that we are sitting in the half-mirror sheet. We can now
safely fuse in this sheet wherever we want and in particular far from any cut. For example,
for the positive helicity bound state Fa(u), this immediately yields
ha(uˆ) =
a∏
k=1
h1(uˆ
[+2k−a−1]) =
x(u+ ia/2)
x(u− ia/2) , a > 0 . (37)
Finally, we can analytically continue the outcome back to the physical sheet. This means
re-entering through the upper Zhukowsky cut, which is now found at Im (u) = a/2 and
amounts to x(u− ia/2)→ g2/x(u− ia/2). This gives
ha(u) =
x(u+ ia/2)x(u− ia/2)
g2
, a > 0 , (38)
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which reproduces the particular case (35) for a = 2. The generalization to negative helicity
is straightforward. We conclude, therefore, that
ha(u) =
(
x(u+ ia/2)x(u− ia/2)
g2
)sign(a)
, (39)
which is the main result of this section.
The expression (39) allows one to generalize the equation (22) to include bound states as
well. It suffices to let the indices in this equation take values over all integers.
4 Applications
At this point we can collect all our findings and put them to good use in the study of gluon
scattering amplitudes.
4.1 MHV Hexagon at Finite Coupling
We start by considering a bosonic hexagonal Wilson loop W6 – or rather its renormalized
versionW6 (see [6]) – which is relevant for MHV amplitudes. Putting together the results of
the previous section for the creation and annihilation amplitudes of a generic gluonic state
with N excitations, we can readily write down the full gluonic contribution to the hexagon
as
Wgluons6 =
∞∑
N=0
∑
a1 6=0
· · ·
∑
aN 6=0
Γ
∫
du1 . . . duN
(2pi)N
µˆa1(u1) . . . µˆaN (uN)∏
i 6=j
Pai|aj(ui|uj)
, (40)
with the effective measure
µˆa(u) = µa(u)e
−Ea(u)τ+ipa(u)σ+iaφ . (41)
Here Γ is a simple combinatorial factor, coming from the indistinguishability of the excita-
tions,
Γ =
∏
k 6=0
1
nk!
, (42)
with nk the number of bound states with U(1) charge ai = k. It is worth noting that there
is a nice pictorial representation that we can attach to each term in the sum (40). We can
indeed represent each individual contribution as a fully connected graph with N nodes, where
each node stands for a measure µˆa and each edge for a factor 1/Pa|bPb|a, see figure 7. Then
Γ is the usual symmetry factor of the corresponding graph.
We stress that the result (40) is valid at any value of the coupling; each term in this sum
being built out of the fundamental transitions and measures, which are all summarized in
the appendix. Still, after so many conjectures – both for the pentagon axioms as for their
solutions – it is essential to cross-check the integrability based prediction (40) against results
obtained through more conventional methods. With this goal in mind, we now turn our
attention to the weak coupling analysis.
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Figure 7: Diagrammatic representation of the gluonic contribution to the hexagon OPE
series (40). A blob a represents the effective measure µˆa of a flux-tube excitation with U(1)
charge a. A link connecting blob a and b stands for the kernel 1/Pa|bPb|a. Keeping only the
blue/pink diagrams corresponds to projecting to the all positive/negative helicity subsector.
4.2 MHV Hexagon at Weak Coupling
To compare with perturbation theory, the zero-th order step is to expand all the ingredients
in (40) at weak coupling. First we want to estimate how much they contribute. According
to the expressions in the appendix we have
µˆa(u) = O(g
2) , Pa|b(u|v) =

O(g−2) , sign(ab) = +1 ,
O(g0) , sign(ab) = −1 .
(43)
Therefore, a simple counting exercise shows that a multi-particle state with N+ gluons with
positive helicity and N− gluons of negative helicity contributes to the hexagon Wilson loop
starting only at
l = N2+ +N
2
− (44)
loops. We see that in practice, to compare with perturbation theory, we can safely truncate
the sum (40) to a relatively small maximum number of particles.
It is not totally straightforward, despite the truncation, to compare Wgluons6 in (40) with
perturbative data. The reason is that conventional perturbative methods compute the full
Wilson loop, equivalently W6, and that it is typically challenging to isolate in it what comes
purely from the gluonic excitations and what comes from the rest (which includes notably
excitations such as scalars and fermions). A state of two gluons with opposite helicity, for
instance, has total twist two and zero total U(1) charge and thus contributes in pretty much
the same manner as a singlet pair of scalars or fermions [8]. (Recall that in perturbation
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theory the contribution of a state with twist n and total U(1) charge m scales as e−nτ+imφ
in the near collinear limit.)
There are fortunately two subsectors within (40) which we can match immediately and
unambiguously against perturbation theory. They are obtained through restriction to multi
gluons and bound states carrying helicities ai all of the same sign, being positive or negative.
They collect, at weak coupling, contributions that have total twist equal (in magnitude)
to the total helicity of the state, which, clearly, can only be coming from the gluons (see
figure 1). We denote these two collections as Wgluons +6 and Wgluons −6 respectively. Up to the
first few terms, we have
Wgluons +6 =
∫
du
2pi
µˆ1(u) +
∫
du
2pi
µˆ2(u) +
1
2!
∫
dudv
(2pi)2
µˆ1(u)µˆ1(v)
P1|1(u|v)P1|1(v|u)
+
∫
du
2pi
µˆ3(u) +
∫
du dv
(2pi)2
µˆ1(u)µˆ2(v)
P1|2(u|v)P2|1(v|u) (45)
+
1
3!
∫
du dv dw
(2pi)3
µˆ1(u)µˆ1(v)µˆ1(w)
P1|1(u|v)P1|1(v|u)P1|1(u|w)P1|1(w|u)P1|1(v|w)P1|1(w|v) + . . . ,
while the expression for Wgluons −6 is obtained by charge conjugation, or in other words by
φ→ −φ.
We stress again that these two sums control all contributions that scale as e−aτ±iaφ when
we expand the weak coupling results in the near collinear limit τ  1. More precisely, when
expanding the perturbative result for W6 at large τ one finds
W6 = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
e−nτ2 cos(nφ)fn(σ, τ) +
∞∑
n=2
e−nτ2 cos((n− 2)φ)gn(σ, τ) + . . . , (46)
where, at l loops, fn, gn, . . . are polynomials of degree l − 1 in τ and complicated (typically
transcendental) functions of σ. What we can now easily predict – to all loops – is the full
first sum ∞∑
n=1
e−nτ±inφfn(σ, τ) =Wgluons ±6 . (47)
The easiest check is at one loop where the Wilson loop is simply given by the BDS
ansatz [21] and takes the simple form [22]
W1-loop6 = g2(pi2/6− Li2(1− u1)− Li2(1− u3)− log(u1) log(u3)
+ Li2(u2) + log
2(1− u2)− log(1− u2) log(u1/u3)) , (48)
where ui are the three cross-ratios of the hexagon. One could now expand it at large τ , collect
all terms that vanish as e−nτ+inφ and compare their sum with Wgluons +6 . (We could also
compare each of them individually with the corresponding term inWgluons +6 .) Alternatively,
one can follow a shortcut and isolate Wgluons +6 from W6 by considering the double scaling
limit where −τ + iφ is held fixed with τ and iφ both very large [22]. In this limit u2 → 0
and u1,3 → u˜1,3 where
u˜1 =
1
1 + e−2σ + e−σ−τ+iφ
, u˜3 =
1
1 + e2σ + eσ−τ+iφ
. (49)
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Figure 8: The bottom curve (in red) is the exact result (51) plotted as a function of σ and
t = τ − iφ. The other three curves (in pink) from bottom to top are the differences between
several truncations and the exact result (for 1, 3 and 6 gluons respectively). For t positive
(not necessarily) large we see that all the truncations approximate the exact result perfectly.
Only for (large) negative t, i.e. very far from the near collinear limit, we do start noticing
that we need to add more and more gluons to converge towards the exact result. The solid
line indicates the OPE radius of convergence.
In this limit we can thus drop the second line in (48) and replace the cross-ratios in the first
line by their tilded counterparts. All we have to do is now compare this with (45) which,
at this loop order, only receives contributions from single particle states. Using the explicit
expressions in the appendix A.3 for the measures µa we have
Wgluons +6 = g2
∞∑
a=1
e−aτ+iaφ
∫
du
2pi
(−1)aΓ(a
2
+ iu)Γ(a
2
− iu)
(a
2
4
+ u2)Γ(a)
e2iuσ +O(g4) . (50)
In perfect agreement with the perturbative data, these integrals can be computed and even
resumed into
Wgluons +6 = g2(pi2/6− Li2(1− u˜1)− Li2(1− u˜3)− log(u˜1) log(u˜3)) +O(g4) , (51)
which is plotted in figure 8 (after stripping off the overall power of g2). This is the simplest
check of our conjectures. We should stress that it already probes the leading order expressions
for the measures of all bound states.
It would be very interesting to push this comparative analysis to higher loops using [12,
23–26]. Restricting to the maximal helicity sector would then amount to keeping all terms
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vanishing like e−nτ+inφ, up to powers of τ , in the collinear limit.9 Up to three loops, only
single particle states contribute in this subsector, see counting (44). Therefore, one would
merely need to correct the energy, momentum and measure of each bound state, using the
expressions in the appendix A. With the technology developed in [27,28] it should be possible
to compute each resulting bound-state integrals and, hopefully, resum them all. At three
loops, for instance, this should yield[
Wgluons +6
]
3 loops
= F1(u˜1, u˜3) + τF2(u˜1, u˜3) + τ
2F3(u˜1, u˜3) , (52)
with F1, F2, F3 in agreement with the three-loop data [12,26]. Performing this single-particle
exercise at higher loops is more academical since at four, nine, sixteen, . . . loops we also need
to include two, three, four, . . . gluons in the OPE analysis.10 Still, it might be of interest
and hint at possible hidden structures similar to those found in the Regge limit in [29] or
unable a more direct connection with the multi-Regge limit along the lines of [30].
The tests that we have done were less thorough but easily extendable to any loop order.
We simply compared the first few leading terms in the OPE with the near collinear expansion
of the available perturbative data. More precisely, the leading two terms (e−τ+iφ and e−2τ+2iφ)
were already matched against the OPE to four loops in [7,8,12,13]. In [13] and [14] one can
find the predictions for the next three subleading terms (e−3τ+3iφ, e−4τ+4iφ and e−5τ+5iφ) to
the same loop order. We also confirmed these against the OPE.11 Given that these checks
are already highly non-trivial we see them as sufficient evidence for our ansa¨tze, but it would
be definitely interesting to push these further.
Finally, as already alluded to in the introduction, it is quite amazing that the information
in these maximal helicity subsectors happens to be enough to bootstrap the hexagon Wilson
loop up to four loops within the hexagon function program [12,13]. It remains unclear to us
why this is so and whether this will persist to higher loops.
4.3 NMHV Hexagon
Having presented our prediction for the full gluonic sector for the 6-point MHV amplitude
we proceed to the 6-point NMHV case. As mentioned above, see figure 3, we focus here on
the componentW(1111) of the super loop which differs from the MHV amplitude by replacing
the bottom creation form factor by its charged counterpart (22). Accordingly, the NMHV
integrand for the gluonic contributions follows from the MHV one (40) by the replacement
µˆa(u)→ µˆa(u)ha(u) . (53)
It is remarkable that such a simple rule can accommodate for the difference between MHV
and NMHV amplitudes. It is even more remarkable that these additional form factors are
9Said differently, the double scaling limit (49) only makes sense at higher loops up to powers of τ ∼
− 12 log u2, see (52) for illustration.
10These are given by multiple integrals which involve the multi-particle creation form factors and it would
be fascinating to develop powerful techniques for taming them analytically.
11We thank Lance Dixon for sharing with us the expansion [14] of the four-loop amplitude to order e−4τ+4iφ
and e−5τ+5iφ which made this comparison possible.
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simply given by a bunch of Zhukowsky variables (39). Maybe this simplicity could find some
interpretation in the context of the Q-bar equation approach [31]? Conversely, can this shed
light on the physical origin of the Zhukowsky variables?
Though the form factors appear as a minor modification, they have important effects.
For instance, since they scale as ha = O(g
−2 sign(a)), they modify the loop counting (44) to
l = N2+ −N+ +N2− +N− , (54)
which clearly favours positive helicity gluons as compared to negative helicity ones. Impor-
tantly, the all positive helicity sector (N− = 0) is no longer simply related to the all negative
helicity one (N+ = 0). The former starts at tree level while the latter shows up at two
loops. As for the MHV analysis, these maximal helicity sectors are particularly interesting
to consider in perturbation theory because they do not receive any sort of contaminations
from non-gluonic excitations. We shall now analyze each of them at their leading order in
perturbation theory following closely the discussion of the previous section.
The all positive helicity sector W(1111) gluons +6 starts at tree level and comes solely from
N+ = 1 gluons. At this order, the effect of the form factor (39) is merely to multiply the
integrand by 1
g2
(u2 + a
2
4
). Clearly, this is equivalent to acting on the MHV result with a
Laplacian with respect to σ and φ. More precisely,12
W(1111) gluons +6 =
2
g2
Wgluons +6 +O(g2) , 2 = −14
(
∂2σ + ∂
2
φ
)
. (55)
Using our previous result for the positive-helicity contribution to the MHV amplitude (51),
we immediately get
W(1111) gluons +6 = (u˜1 + u˜3 − 1) +O(g2) . (56)
We see that acting with the Laplacian has decreased the degree of transcendentality such
that the end result is rational, as expected for a tree-level amplitude. We also easily verify
that (56) vanishes in the collinear limit u˜1 + u˜3 → 1. It is now straightforward to compare
our prediction (56) with tree-level NMHV amplitude. We just need to recall the existing
relation between W(1111)6 and the (1111) component of the NMHV ratio function R, which
reads
R(1111)6 =W(1111)6 /W6 . (57)
To leading order at weak coupling they are just the same, R(1111)6 =W(1111)6 +O(g2). Indeed,
evaluating this component using the package [33] with the twistors given in Appendix A of [7]
perfectly reproduces (56) after taking the double scaling limit which isolates the positive
helicity gluons (see discussion above equation (49)).
A somewhat similar strategy can be applied to computing the negative helicity contri-
bution at weak coupling (which as explained earlier kicks in at two loops). Since the form
factor for these gluons is the inverse of the above one, one can no longer simply use the MHV
result. Instead what we expect now for
W(1111) gluons −6 = g4
∞∑
a=1
e−aτ−iaφ
∫
du
2pi
(−1)aΓ(a
2
+ iu)Γ(a
2
− iu)
(a
2
4
+ u2)2Γ(a)
e2iuσ +O(g6) , (58)
12It would be interesting to understand if there is any connection between (55) (or (59) below) and the
recent studies [32] of various differential equations obeyed by Feynman integrals.
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is a transcendental weight four function which once acted upon by the Laplacian should
reduce to the MHV result,
Wgluons −6 =
2
g2
W(1111) gluons −6 +O(g4) . (59)
One could imagine evaluating each term in (58) and resumming the outcomes to compute
this transcendental weight four function. A shortcut would be to extract it from the scaling
limit of the two-loop super Wilson loop W(1111)6 – related to the two-loop ratio function [34]
through the simple relation (57) – and then simply check (numerically for example) that it
does resum (58). It would be interesting to do this exercise.
We performed a simpler check of our prediction (58) which nevertheless probes it almost
entirely. By truncating the sum (58) and evaluating each integral by closing the contours in
the lower-half plane we generate the double Taylor series at small y ≡ eσ and x ≡ e−τ−iφ
W(1111) gluons −6 = x
(
−pi
2y
6
− 3y − 2y log2(y) + 4y log(y) + y
3
4
+O(y5)
)
+
+ x2
(
pi2y2
24
− y
2
16
+
1
2
y2 log2(y)− 2y
4
9
+O(y6)
)
+ (60)
+ x3
(
−pi
2y3
54
+
y3
54
− 2
9
y3 log2(y)− 5
27
y3 log(y) +O(y5)
)
+O(x4) .
If we now set all pi’s to zero in this expansion we can compare all the rest with the double
Taylor expansion of the two-loop symbol of W(1111)6 in the scaling limit using the recursive
algorithm described in [13]. We checked it to order O(x30y30) probing a total of 299 coeffi-
cients and finding a perfect match for all of them. (For the reader’s convenience, we quote
in the appendix C the symbol of W(1111)6 in the scaling limit.)
This sort of analysis should be useful in constraining the NMHV ratio function at higher
loops within the hexagon program framework. At three loops, for instance, we could verify
the consistency between our OPE result and the bootstrapped NMHV amplitude [35] at
the level of the O(e−τ+iφ) and O(e−2τ+2iφ) term. The check of the latter contribution is
especially interesting since it probes, for the first time, the loop corrections to the N+ =
2 (i.e. two gluons) integrand.13 (For comparison, an analogous test at MHV level would
require knowledge of the five-loop amplitude, which seems within the reach of the hexagon
program [12,13] but is currently unavailable.)
4.4 Heptagon
The OPE series for the heptagon WL is significantly more bulky than for the hexagon. For
the heptagon there are now two middle squares and we can have gluonic excitations with
rapidities {u1, . . . , uN} in the bottom square and {v1, . . . , vM} in the top square. Three
transitions now show up in the full sequence vacuum → {ui} → {vj} → vacuum. Putting
13We thank Lance Dixon and Matt von Hippel for sharing with us their findings for the three-loop NMHV
hexagon amplitude [35] prior to publication.
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together (18) and the measures for all the excitations we easily see that a term with N±
(M±) gluons of positive/negative helicity in the bottom (top) square shows up at
l = N2+ +M
2
+ −N+M+ +N2− +M2− −N−M− (61)
loops. As for the hexagon, the contributions where the gluons in a given square all have the
same helicity can be easily isolated in perturbation theory. For instance, if we have positive
helicity gluons in both squares we get
Wgluons +,+7 =
∑
a,b>1
eiaφ1+ibφ2
∫
du dv
(2pi)2
µa(u)Pa|b(−u|v + i0)µb(v)eipaσ1+ipbσ2−Eaτ1−Ebτ2 + . . . ,
(62)
where dots include disconnected terms (i.e. transitions with vacuum at top and or bottom)
as well as multi-particle transitions.14 From (61) we see that up to three loops only these
single particle transitions (N+ = M+ = 1) matter.
15 We compared this expansion with the
one loop result along the lines of the discussion in section 4.2 and found a perfect agreement.
This is a nice check of all the bound-state (helicity preserving) transitions to leading order
in perturbation theory.
There is actually a simpler check that probes the transitions more directly. We can
consider the OPE sum for an heptagon with a charged bottom pentagon. This allows us to
replace the first measures in (62) as µa(u)→ ha(u)µa(u) leaving µb(v) untouched,
W(1111) gluons +,+7 =
=
∑
a,b>1
eiaφ1+ibφ2
∫
dudv
(2pi)2
ha(u)µa(u)Pa|b(−u|v + i0)µb(v)eipaσ1+ipbσ2−Eaτ1−Ebτ2 + . . . ,
1
2
6
3
4
5
7
(63)
Because ha = O(1/g
2) the resulting object will now start at tree level, that is one loop earlier
than before. As discussed above and in [7], this generates an NMHV component with four
η’s at the bottom edge. The corresponding ratio function can be straightforwardly extracted
from the package [33] by the command
14The i0 prescription is such that the result will have a square limit, see [7].
15It is also interesting to note that the two-particle contribution, which first appears in the form N+ =
2M+ = 2 or M+ = 2N+ = 2, shows up at three loops for the heptagon while it kicks in at four loops for the
hexagon. This indicates that multi-particle transitions can be more directly probed in perturbation theory
using higher polygons.
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W1111=superComponent[{1, 2, 3, 4}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {}]@treeAmp[7, 1]
We can then define the heptagon twistors Zs to be as given in appendix A of [7] and evalu-
ate this component with the simple command evaluate@W1111. In the scaling limit where
τj →∞ with τj − iφj fixed this gives
− 1 + x1y1
x1y1 + x21 + 1
+
x1x2y2y1
(x1y1 + x21 + 1) (x2x
2
1y2 + x
2
2x1y1 + x2x1y1y2 + x
2
2x
2
1 + x
2
1 + x
2
2)
(64)
where xj = e
σj and yj = e
−τj+iφj . In this form the expression is amenable to a direct
comparison with the OPE. When both y1, y2 → 0, for instance, only the first term in (64)
remains; it stands for the vacuum contribution. As usual, we use it to normalize to our
conventions the tree level amplitude, which means multiplying it by minus one. When
y2 → 0, with y1 fixed, the second term survives. It corresponds to the contribution where we
have the vacuum in the second square and is hidden in the dots in (63). Finally, and more
interestingly, we have the last term which admits a double Taylor expansion in y1 and y2.
The sum (63) resums into precisely this expression when we use the leading order transitions
given in appendix A.3.
We could as well consider mixed scaling limits, as τ1 − iφ1 and τ2 + iφ2 held fixed with
τ1, τ2 very large. In this limit, we isolate once more the positive helicity gluons in the bottom
square but also project into the negative helicity subsector in the top square. For MHV
amplitudes, for instance, such contribution first shows up at two loops with a single gluon
in each square, i.e. N+ = M− = 1, see (61). With the recently obtained two-loop heptagon
function [36] we could immediately confirm our predictions for
Wgluons +,−7 =
∑
a,b>1
eiaφ1−ibφ2
∫
du dv
(2pi)2
µa(u)Pa|−b(−u|v + i0)µb(v)eipaσ1+ipbσ2−Eaτ1−Ebτ2 + . . . ,
(65)
with all pi’s included. (With the two-loop heptagon symbol [37], we would be insensitive to
such factors.) It would be interesting to perform this check which would probe at once all
the (leading order expressions for the) helicity violating transitions Pa|−b.
More generally, from a data extraction point of view, considerably less is known about
higher-loop amplitudes with n ≥ 7 edges. Can the general n bootstrap, based on the study
of cluster coordinates and associated polylogarithms [38] be upgraded further – specially at
higher loops – by supplementing it with OPE boundary data, in a similar fashion to the
hexagon program? The game we played above, for instance, can be repeated for any n
rather straightforwardly. Using the gluonic transitions alone, it is now possible to predict
the contributions Wgluons a1,...,an−5n where ai = ±. They can be derived from Wn by taking
the limit where all the n − 5 OPE times τi are large with τ1 − ia1φ1, τ2 − ia2φ2, . . . held
fixed. This simplifies Wn to a function of 2(n− 5) cross-ratios (rather than 3(n− 5)) which,
nevertheless, still captures a big chunk of the complete result, as illustrated above. It would
be fascinating to figure out how much of the full result (if anything) is left unfixed after
imposing the constraints arising from these various double scaling limits together with the
several symmetries of the problem. Of course, making this route practical would mean
developing the technology for the analytical evaluation of the various OPE integrals and
sums that define Wgluons a1,...,an−5n .
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Yet another option for comparing our predictions with perturbative data would be to
understand whether these scaling limits can be performed already at the integrand level (or
its spectral deformation [15]) and whether it helps simplifying the resulting loop integrations.
Since the integrand is very well understood to all loops [39], this could provide valuable data
for the maximal helicity pieces.
?
All in all, everything seems to be working pristinely in the gluonic realm. The hope is to
encounter the same good fortune when all other excitations are added back in the game but
this is a longer story.
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A Transitions and Measures
In this appendix we summarize the expressions for the transitions, measures and dispersion
relations in the gluonic sector. We shall present all these results using the matrix notation
introduced in [7, 8]. This way of writing is ideally suited to the numerical implementation
and, most of all, to the weak coupling evaluation.
A.1 Summary of the Results
We start by defining the matrix
M≡

+1 0 0 0 · · ·
0 −2 0 0 · · ·
0 0 +3 0 · · ·
0 0 0 −4 · · ·
...
...
...
...
. . .
·
I+
∞∫
0
2 dt
t(et − 1)

J1J1 2J1J2 3J1J3 4J1J4 · · ·
−J2J1 2J2J2 −3J2J3 4J2J4 · · ·
J3J1 2J3J2 3J3J3 4J3J4 · · ·
−J4J1 2J4J2 −3J4J3 4J4J4 · · ·
...
...
...
...
. . .


−1
(66)
where Ji ≡ Ji(2gt) is the i-th Bessel function of the first kind and I is the identity matrix. In
theory, M is an infinite (symmetric) matrix.16 In practice, it can be truncated to finite size
16In the notations of [7] we have M = Q · (I + K)−1 where Q stands for the first factor in (66) and
K for the second term in the square brackets. Since Q · K = Kt · Q and Q = Qt we verify that M =
Q · (I−K+K2 − . . .) = (I−Kt +Kt 2 − . . .) ·Qt =Mt is indeed symmetric.
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for numerical evaluation [43] and the truncation will become exact in perturbation theory,
thanks to the weak coupling scaling Ji = O(g
i) of the Bessel functions.
This matrix is universal, in the sense that it enters into the transitions, S-matrices,
measures and dispersion relations of all the flux tube excitations. It stands for the inverse
kernel of the BES equation [40], in the representation given in [44], and as such appears
naturally when exploring the physics around the GKP flux tube (see [4, 7, 8, 41] for various
illustrations).
The next inputs are the two (non-universal) vectors κa(u) and κ˜a(u). They depend on
the rapidity u and type a of the flux-tube excitation under consideration and their general
expression was given in [4]. In the case of interest here a is a non-zero integer labelling the
gluonic excitation, as done in (1), and, following the conventions of [7, 8], we get:
κ˜a =
∞∫
0
dt
t(et − 1) sin(ut)

et−|a|t/2J1
− e−|a|t/2J2
et−|a|t/2J3
− e−|a|t/2J4
...
 , κa =
∞∫
0
dt
t(et − 1)

(J0 − e−|a|t/2 cos(ut))J1
(J0 − et−|a|t/2 cos(ut))J2
(J0 − e−|a|t/2 cos(ut))J3
(J0 − et−|a|t/2 cos(ut))J4
...
 .(67)
In those terms, the dispersion relation for the gluonic excitation a can be written as
Ea(u) = |a|+ 4g [M · κa(u)]1 , pa(u) = 2u− 4g [M · κ˜a(u)]1 , (68)
where [. . .]1 stands for the first element of the vector in brackets.
The important step towards constructing measures and transitions is to form the functions
f
(a,b)
1 (u, v) = 2 κ˜a(u) · M · κb(v) , f (a,b)2 (u, v) = 2κa(u) · M · κ˜b(v) , (69)
f
(a,b)
3 (u, v) = 2 κ˜a(u) · M · κ˜b(v) , f (a,b)4 (u, v) = 2κa(u) · M · κb(v) .
We note that, due to the symmetry of M, they are not all independent and satisfy
f
(a,b)
1 (u, v) = f
(b,a)
2 (v, u) , f
(a,b)
3,4 (u, v) = f
(b,a)
3,4 (v, u) . (70)
This set of functions controls the most non-trivial part of the transitions and measures, which
can be written as
Pa|b(u|v) = Fa,b(u, v) eif
(a,b)
2 (u,v)−if (a,b)1 (u,v)+f (a,b)4 (u,v)−f (a,b)3 (u,v) , (71)
and
µa(u) = Fa(u) e
f
(a,b)
3 (u,u)−f (a,b)4 (u,u) . (72)
The only remaining ingredients are the prefactors Fa,b and Fa, which are known explicitly.
For Fa,b ≡ F−a,−b we should precise whether a and b have same or opposite signs. Taking
a, b > 0, we find
Fa,b(u, v) =
√
(x[+a]y[−b] − g2)(x[−a]y[+b] − g2)(x[+a]y[+b] − g2)(x[−a]y[−b] − g2) (73)
× (−1)
bΓ(a−b
2
+ iu− iv)Γ(a+b
2
− iu+ iv)e
∫∞
0
dt(J0(2gt)−1)
t(et−1) (J0(2gt)+1−e−at/2−iut−e−bt/2+ivt)
g2Γ(1 + a
2
+ iu)Γ(1 + b
2
− iv)Γ(1 + a−b
2
− iu+ iv) ,
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and
Fa,−b(u, v) =
1√
(1− g2
x[+a]y[−b] )(1− g
2
x[−a]y[+b] )(1− g
2
x[+a]y[+b]
)(1− g2
x[−a]y[−b] )
× (74)
× Γ(1 +
a
2
+ iu)Γ(1 + b
2
− iv)e
∫∞
0
dt(J0(2gt)−1)
t(et−1) (J0(2gt)+1−e−at/2−iut−e−bt/2+ivt)
Γ(1 + a+b
2
+ iu− iv) ,
with x[±a] = x(u ± ia/2), y[±b] = x(v ± ib/2) and x(u) as defined in (21). Finally, for the
measure prefactor Fa = F−a, we have (a > 0)
Fa(u) =
(−1)ag2Γ(1 + a
2
+ iu)Γ(1 + a
2
− iu)e
∫∞
0
dt(J0(2gt)−1)
t(et−1) (2e
−at/2 cos(ut)−J0(2gt)−1)
Γ(a)(x[+a]x[−a] − g2)
√
((x[+a])2 − g2)((x[−a])2 − g2) , (75)
which immediately follows from the residue of the transition (73) at u = v and a = b, as
in (16).
A.2 Weak Coupling Expansion
The expansion of all the quantities above in perturbation theory is straightforward, as ex-
plained in [7] (see for example appendix E therein). The basic idea is that in perturbation
theory we can Taylor expand the Bessel functions showing up in several places. Repeated
use of the master integral∫ ∞
0
dt
t
tk+1
et − 1(e
iut − δk,0) = (−1)k+1(ψk(1− iu)− δk,0ψ(1)) , (76)
with ψ(z) = ∂z log Γ(z) the Euler ψ-function and ψk(z) = ∂
k
zψ(z), is then enough to evaluate
all resulting integrals. A large part in this procedure can be done analytically as follows.
One would first record the Taylor expansion of a Bessel function
Jn(2z) =
∑
k>0
(−1)kzn+2k
Γ(n+ k + 1)Γ(k + 1)
, (77)
and that of a product of two Bessel functions
Jn(2z)Jm(2z) =
∑
k>0
(−1)kzn+m+2kΓ(n+m+ 2k + 1)
Γ(n+m+ k + 1)Γ(n+ k + 1)Γ(m+ k + 1)Γ(k + 1)
. (78)
Everything else follows from these two relations. For instance, using∫ ∞
0
dt
t
tk+1
et − 1 = Γ(k + 1)ζ(k + 1) , (79)
which can be derived from (76), we get∫ ∞
0
dt
t
Jn(2gt)Jm(2gt)
et − 1 =
∑
k>0
gn+m+2k
(−1)kΓ(n+m+ 2k + 1)Γ(n+m+ 2k)ζ(n+m+ 2k)
Γ(n+m+ k + 1)Γ(n+ k + 1)Γ(m+ k + 1)Γ(k + 1)
.
(80)
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This series can now be truncated in perturbation theory and used for evaluating the ma-
trix M in (66). Finally, combining the above identities, another relation which is easily
established is∫ ∞
0
dt
t
Jn(2gt)(e
iut − J0(2gt))
et − 1 =∑
k>0
(−1)kgn+2k
Γ(n+ k + 1)Γ(k + 1)
[
(−1)nψn+2k−1(1− iu)− Γ(n+ 2k + 1)Γ(n+ 2k)
Γ(n+ k + 1)Γ(k + 1)
ζ(n+ 2k)
]
,
(81)
here for n > 1. (This sum can also be used for n = 1 after replacing the term in square
brackets by (ψ(1) − ψ0(1 − iu)) for k = 0 and in this case only; that is, the summand
should remain the same for k 6= 0.) This identity can now be used to write down a series
representation for the vectors κa and κ˜a (which we can truncate in perturbation theory).
In the end we obtain the vectors κa, κ˜a as linear combinations of polygamma functions and
only the inverse operation in the definition of the matrixM has to be done by brute force. A
short mathematica code computing along these lines the function f
(a,b)
1 (u, v) in perturbation
theory up to order gL is given below. All other quantities are either of the same complexity
(the other three functions f2, f3, f4) or simpler (everything else) and can be computed in a
similar way. The following code can be copy/pasted directly into a mathematica notebook:
L=10;
psi=PolyGamma; z[x_]=If[x==1,-psi[0, 1],Zeta[x]];
collect=Collect[#,g]/.g^n_:>0/;n>L&;
ClearAll[K]
K[0]=IdentityMatrix[L-1];
K[1]=Table[Sum[(i+j+2k)!(i+j+2k-1)!/((i+j+k)!(i+k)!(j+k)!k!)z[i+j+2k]2j
g^(2k+i+j)(-1)^(j i+j+k),{k,0,L/2-i/2-j/2}],{i,L-1},{j,L-1}];
K[n_]:=K[n]=K[n-1].K[1]//collect
calM=DiagonalMatrix[#(-1)^(#+1)&/@Range[L-1]].Sum[(-1)^n K[n],{n,0,L/2}];
o[i_] := Boole[OddQ[i]];
kt[a_,u_]=Table[Sum[((-1)^k g^(i+2 k))/(2 I k!(i+k)!) (psi[i+2k-1,1+a/2-
o[i]+I u]-psi[i+2k-1,1+a/2-o[i]-I u]),{k,0,L/2-i/2}],{i,1,L-1}];
k[a_,u_]=Table[Sum[(-1)^(k+i)g^(i+2k)(2(-1)^i Binomial[i+2k,k](i+2k-1)!
z[i+2k]-psi[i+2k-1,a/2+o[i]-I u]-psi[i+2k-1,a/2+o[i]+I u])
/(2k!(i+k)!),{k,0,L/2-i/2}],{i,L-1}];
f1[a_, b_][u_, v_] = 2 kt[a, u].calM.k[b, v] //collect
The end result for the leading and subleading expressions of the dispersion relation,
measure and transitions for any bound state are given – in Mathematica syntax – in the plain
text file expansions.txt attached to the arXiv submission. In this file we use P[a,b][u,v]
for Pa|b(u|v) and Pb[a,b][u,v] for Pa|−b(u|v), with a, b > 0.
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A.3 Leading Order Expressions
We conclude by presenting the leading order expressions of our results at weak coupling.
These are obtained directly from the general formulae given in A.1 and are quoted here for
the reader’s convenience only. We have (for a, b > 0)
Ea(u) = E−a(u) = a+ 2g2(ψ(1 + a2 + iu) + ψ(1 +
a
2
− iu)− 2ψ(1)) +O(g4) ,
pa(u) = p−a(u) = 2u+ 2ig2(ψ(a2 + iu)− ψ(a2 − iu)) +O(g4) ,
µa(u) = µ−a(u) = (−1)ag2
Γ(a
2
+ iu)Γ(a
2
− iu)
(a
2
4
+ u2)Γ(a)
+O(g4) ,
Pa|b(u|v) = P−a|−b(u|v) =
(−1)b(a
2
− iu)( b
2
+ iv)Γ(a−b
2
+ iu− iv)Γ(a+b
2
− iu+ iv)
g2Γ(a
2
+ iu)Γ( b
2
− iv)Γ(1 + a−b
2
− iu+ iv) +O(g
0) ,
Pa|−b(u|v) = P−a|b(u|v) =
Γ
(
1 + a+b
2
+ iu− iv)
Γ(1 + a
2
+ iu)Γ(1 + b
2
− iv) +O(g
2) ,
ha(u) =
u2 + a
2
4
g2
+O(g0) , h−a(u) =
g2
u2 + a
2
4
+O(g4) , (82)
B Goldstone Sheet and Fusion
In this appendix, we shall construct the several bound-state transitions and measures. In
passing we will also review their dispersion relations. As explained in the text, our strategy is
to obtain all information about the bound states by fusing together their constituent gluons.
As also alluded above, it is crucial to perform this fusion in the proper kinematical domain.
One convenient place is the half-mirror or Goldstone sheet, which is depicted in green in
figure 6. Technically, we enter this sheet from the physical one by going through the first
Zhukowsky cut in the upper half rapidity plane.
There are thus two main steps in this construction: the fusion itself and the analytic
continuation to or from the half-mirror sheet. Our starting point, in the first section B.1 of
this appendix, will be the transitions for the lightest gluons evaluated in the half-mirror sheet.
In this section, we shall fuse these transitions together and obtain, in this way, the transitions
for the bound states in the half-mirror sheet. In the second section B.2, we will analytically
continue these objects back to the physical sheet. In particular, the continuation of the
transitions for the lightest gluons will lead to the expressions reported [7] thus confirming
the validity of our starting point.
B.1 Fusion in the Goldstone Sheet
We start by presenting, without proof, the expressions for the energy, momentum, measure
and transitions for the gluonic excitations in the half-mirror sheet. Regardless of where
we are, the dynamical information about an excitation can always be encoded in the form
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recalled in appendix A.1. What is needed is the matrix M in (66) and two vectors which
were denoted as κ and κ˜ in the physical sheet and which here are denoted as k and k˜. (The
relation between these two sets of vectors will be made clear in the next section.) The latter
two vectors turn out to be much simpler than their physical sheet counterparts (67), and
take the form
k1(u) =
∞∫
0
eiutdt
2t

e−t/2J1
e+t/2J2
e−t/2J3
e+t/2J4
...
=
1
2

1
1
(
ig
x+
)1
1
2
(
ig
x−
)2
1
3
(
ig
x+
)3
1
4
(
ig
x−
)4
...
 , k˜1(u) =
∞∫
0
eiutdt
2it

−e+t/2J1
+e−t/2J2
−e+t/2J3
+e−t/2J4
...
=
1
2i

1
1
(
g
ix−
)1
1
2
(
g
ix+
)2
1
3
(
g
ix−
)3
1
4
(
g
ix+
)4
...
 ,(83)
with x± = x(u± i
2
). They allow us to write the dispersion relation of the twist-one gluon on
the half-mirror sheet as
E1(uˆ) = 1 + 4g[M · k1(u)]1 , p1(uˆ) = i− 4g[M · k˜1(u)]1 . (84)
It is easily seen that the vectors k1 and k˜1 both vanish at u → ∞, meaning that at this
point we have E1 = −ip1 = 1 (which holds at any coupling). This is the Goldstone point [3],
alluded to before, and the reason why we alternatively refer to the half-mirror sheet as the
Goldstone sheet.17
It is straightforward to fuse the above expressions, following the procedure described
around equation (24), and obtain the bound-state dispersion relation. We immediately get
(for a > 0)
Ea(uˆ) = a+ 4g[M · ka(u)]1 , p1(uˆ) = ia− 4g[M · k˜a(u)]1 , (85)
in terms of the fused vectors
ka(u) =
a∑
k=1
k1(u
[+2k−a−1]) =
∞∫
0
dt
2t
eiut
sinh at
2
sinh t
2

e−t/2J1
e+t/2J2
e−t/2J3
e+t/2J4
...
=
1
2
a∑
k=1

1
1
(
ig
x[+2k−a−0]
)1
1
2
(
ig
x[+2k−a−2]
)2
1
3
(
ig
x[+2k−a−0]
)3
1
4
(
ig
x[+2k−a−2]
)4
...
 , (86)
and similarly for the conjugate vector k˜a(u) =
∑a
k=1 k˜1(u
[+2k−a−1]). The integral representa-
tion is valid in the upper-half plane of the Goldstone sheet for Imu > a
2
.
We now present all the expressions for the measure, transitions and S-matrices of all the
gluonic excitations. It is a simple exercise to check that all these quantities are related to
each other through fusion as described in the main text.
17We also observe that E1 ' 1 and p1 ' i everywhere on this sheet at weak coupling, meaning that
we are covering a very small neighbourhood of the Goldtsone point. The situation is different at strong
coupling where the Goldstone sheet covers the full strip between the real and mirror kinematics (i.e. the
strip 0 < Im θ < pi2 in the relativistic limit E1 '
√
2 cosh θ, p1 '
√
2 sinh θ.)
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For the S-matrix, we have (a, b > 0)
Sa,b(uˆ, vˆ) = sa,b(u, v)e
−2ifˆ (a,b)1 (u,v)+2ifˆ (a,b)2 (u,v) , (87)
where the hatted functions fˆ1, fˆ2 are defined as in Eq. (69) with ka, k˜a instead of κa, κ˜a and
sa,b(u, v) =
Γ(1 + a+b
2
− iu+ iv)Γ(1 + a−b
2
+ iu− iv)Γ(a+b
2
− iu+ iv)Γ(a−b
2
+ iu− iv)
Γ(1 + a+b
2
+ iu− iv)Γ(1 + a−b
2
− iu+ iv)Γ(a+b
2
+ iu− iv)Γ(a−b
2
− iu+ iv) .
(88)
This last factor is very well known as it turns out to be identical to the scattering phase
for magnon bound states (a.k.a. Bethe strings) in compact XXX spin chains. Namely, for
a = b = 1 we have
s1,1(u, v) =
u− v + i
u− v − i and then sa,b(u, v) =
a∏
k=1
b∏
j=1
s1,1(u
[+2k−a−1], v[+2j−b−1]) . (89)
This factor is directly responsible for the presence of bound-state poles in the S-matrix (87).
Were it not there, there will be no bound states of gluons. It is absent from the S-matrix
involving particles with opposite helicities and as a corollary gluons cannot bind together
in this channel. The latter S-matrix is reflectionless and thus entirely controlled by the
transmission phase. It reads (a, b > 0)
Sa,−b(uˆ, vˆ) = e−2ifˆ
(a,b)
1 (u,v)+2ifˆ
(a,b)
2 (u,v) , (90)
and is identical to (87) if not for the stringy prefactor (88) missing. These S-matrices are
unitary, Sa,b(uˆ, vˆ)Sb,a(vˆ, uˆ) = Sa,−b(uˆ, vˆ)Sb,−a(vˆ, uˆ) = 1, thanks to (70). Similarly, for the
mirror S-matrix (defined as S?a,±b(uˆ, vˆ) = Sa,∓b(uˆγ, vˆ) with γ the mirror map, see [6–8, 42])
one has
S?a,b(uˆ, vˆ) =
e2fˆ
(a,b)
3 (u,v)−2fˆ (a,b)4 (u,v)
ha,b(u, v)
, S?a,−b(uˆ, vˆ) =
e2fˆ
(a,b)
3 (u,v)−2fˆ (a,b)4 (u,v)
hb,a(v, u)
, (91)
with
ha,b(u, v) = (−1)b
Γ(1 + a+b
2
− iu+ iv)Γ(a−b
2
+ iu− iv)
Γ(1 + a−b
2
− iu+ iv)Γ(a+b
2
+ iu− iv) . (92)
We notice that, due to (70), they satisfy the relation S?a,b(uˆ, vˆ) = S?b,−a(vˆ, uˆ) which is the
expression of the mirror symmetry of the flux tube.
The transitions are roughly of the same complexity and read (a, b > 0)
Pa|b(uˆ|vˆ) = ha,b(u, v)
√
(1− g2/x[+a]y[+b])(1− g2/x[−a]y[−b])
(1− g2/x[+a]y[−b])(1− g2/x[−a]y[+b]) exp(φa,b(u, v)) , (93)
P−a|b(uˆ|vˆ) =
√
(1− g2/x[+a]y[−b])(1− g2/x[−a]y[+b])
(1− g2/x[+a]y[+b])(1− g2/x[−a]y[−b]) exp(φa,b(u, v)) , (94)
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with
φa,b(u, v) = −ifˆ (a,b)1 (u, v) + ifˆ (a,b)2 (u, v)− fˆ (a,b)3 (u, v) + fˆ (a,b)4 (u, v) . (95)
One easily observes that the fundamental relation (6) is satisfied as a consequence of the
properties (70) of the functions fˆ and the identity sa,b(u, v) = ha,b(u, v)/hb,a(v, u) among
the the stringy prefactors (88) and (92). We notice that, for a = b = 1, we have h1,1 =
(u− v + i)/(u− v). This makes manifest that P1|1 has a simple pole at u = v and a simple
zero at u = v − i. (The remaining factor in (93) cannot alter this conclusion.) As explained
in Section 3.1, this zero is important for the consistency of the fusion ansatz (28). Here we
verify explicitly, and for an arbitrary bound state, that the fusion of h1,1, which results in
the prefactor (92), does indeed lead to transitions with the expected behaviour in the square
limit. Namely, the prefactor ha,b has a simple pole at u = v (for a = b) and so does Pa|b.
The residue at this pole gives the square measure (a > 0)
µa(uˆ) =
(−1)a(1− g2/x[+a]x[−a])
a
√
(1− g2/(x[+a])2)(1− g2/(x[−a])2) exp(−φa,a(u, u)) , (96)
which concludes the summary of the gluonic quantities in the half-mirror sheet.
B.2 Back to the Physical Sheet
In the previous section we presented the expressions for the various dynamical quantities
in the Goldstone sheet, where the fusion pattern for the bound states was at each step
manifest. In this section we shall explain how to analytically continue these quantities back
to the physical sheet and derive the results summarized in appendix A.1. This analysis
will check the premises of the fusion procedure on the half-mirror sheet (i.e. the correctness
of the twist-one expressions we started with in appendix B.1) and simultaneously establish
that the results on the physical sheet reported in appendix A.1 encode properly (though not
manifestly) the fusion relations among the bound states.
The main identity which underlies the analytic continuation through basically any cut
involves introducing a new vector δ(u) and is given by18
δ(u) ≡
I+
∞∫
0
2 dt
t(et − 1)

J1J1 2J1J2 3J1J3 4J1J4 · · ·
−J2J1 2J2J2 −3J2J3 4J2J4 · · ·
J3J1 2J3J2 3J3J3 4J3J4 · · ·
−J4J1 2J4J2 −3J4J3 4J4J4 · · ·
...
...
...
...
. . .

·
1
2

i2
1
(( g
x
)1 + (x
g
)1)
i2
2
(( g
x
)2 + (x
g
)2)
i4
3
(( g
x
)3 + (x
g
)3)
i4
4
(( g
x
)4 + (x
g
)4)
...
 (97)
=
1
2

i2
1
(( g
x
)1 + (x
g
)1)
i2
2
(( g
x
)2 + (x
g
)2)
i4
3
(( g
x
)3 + (x
g
)3)
i4
4
(( g
x
)4 + (x
g
)4)
...
−
∞∫
0
dt
t(et − 1)

J1(J0 − cos(ut))
J2(J0 − cos(ut))
J3(J0 − cos(ut))
J4(J0 − cos(ut))
...
−
∞∫
0
dt
t(et − 1)

+J1 sin(ut)
−J2 sin(ut)
+J3 sin(ut)
−J4 sin(ut)
...
.
18Our discussion here is closely related to the analytical continuation of the fermion transitions from the
large to small physical sheet as described in Appendix C of [8].
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We can further decompose this identity into its even or odd part with respect to u → −u.
For the even part δ+, for instance, we would drop all the odd components marked in red in
this equation and keep the blue part only. We note that, by construction, the action of M,
as defined in (66), on the vector δ (or on its odd and even parts, δ− and δ+) is trivial to
evaluate. This is going to play an important role in the following.
Armed with this identity, we begin with the analytic continuation of the energy. We want
to establish that (a > 0)
Ea(uˆ) = a+ 4g[M · ka(u)]1 and Ea(u) = a+ 4g [M · κa(u)]1 (98)
are related by analytic continuation from the half-mirror sheet to the physical sheet. We
start, in the half-mirror sheet, with the quantity
M · ka(u) =M ·

1
2
a∑
k=1

1
1
(
ig
x[+2k−a−0]
)1
1
2
(
ig
x[+2k−a−2]
)2
1
3
(
ig
x[+2k−a−0]
)3
1
4
(
ig
x[+2k−a−2]
)4
...
 =
1
2

1
1
(
ig
x[+2−a]
)1
1
2
(
ig
x[−a]
)2
1
3
(
ig
x[2−a]
)3
1
4
(
ig
x[−a]
)4
...
+
1
2
a∑
k=2

1
1
(
ig
x[+2k−a−0]
)1
1
2
(
ig
x[+2k−a−2]
)2
1
3
(
ig
x[+2k−a−0]
)3
1
4
(
ig
x[+2k−a−2]
)4
...


(99)
and recall that we are dealing here with infinite matrix and vector. The last point is of
no concern as long as the components of the vector ka(u) remains sufficiently bounded or,
even better, if the components of this vector become smaller and smaller as the vector index
increases. The latter property is easily seen to hold true in (99) provided we stay away from
the cuts, which ensures that |x| > g. This is, however, no longer the case if we cross one of
these cuts, which implies that the corresponding Zhukowsky variable flips (inside the ‘unit’
disk) such that |x| < g at the end. This clearly generates an uncomfortable growth of the
vector components and makes the analytic continuation of (99) potentially dangerous. The
proper way of handling this situation involves performing the resummation of the large part
of the vector as we now explain.
In the present case, the goal is to enter the cut of x[−a]. Doing so, the terms in blue
in (99) get flipped, i.e.
(
g/x[−a]
)n → (x[−a]/g)n, and thence display, after crossing the cut,
exponential growth with n and large behaviour at small g. To proceed further we shall
fully resum their contributions. Here is where the identity for δ (or rather for δ+) comes in.
Precisely, we can sit right on top of the Zhukoswky cut and add and subtract δ+(u
[−a]) to
ka(u) to get
M · ka(u) =M ·
[
ka(u)− δ+(u[−a])
]
+M · δ+(u[−a]) . (100)
Several nice things happen here. First, the combination in square bracket is now free of any
large contributions and can thus be directly continued down across the cut anywhere into the
physical sheet. Second, the last term, which now contains all the bad terms, can be trivially
evaluated using the definition of δ+. Importantly, it yields a vector with even components
only – see terms in blue in the first line in (97) – and therefore it does not contribute to the
energy (98). As such, to establish the desired relation between the energies in the half-mirror
and physical sheet we are left with the task of showing that the square bracket in (100) is
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equal to κa(u). Combining the expressions for ka and δ+, we find that the square bracket in
question is equal to
∞∫
0
dt
2t
eitu
sinh at
2
sinh t
2

e−t/2J1
e+t/2J2
e−t/2J3
e+t/2J4
...
−
1
2

0
i2
2
(( g
x[−a] )
2 + (x
[−a]
g
)2)
0
i4
4
(( g
x[−a] )
4 + (x
[−a]
g
)4)
...
+
∞∫
0
dt
t(et − 1)

J1(J0 − cos(u[−a]t))
J2(J0 − cos(u[−a]t))
J3(J0 − cos(u[−a]t))
J4(J0 − cos(u[−a]t))
...
 .
(101)
On the cut, the middle vector also admits an integral representation using
(−1)n
4n
(( g
x[−a]
)2n
+
(x[−a]
g
)2n)
=
∞∫
0
dt
t
J2n cos(u
[−a]t) . (102)
Adding these three contributions up under the integral sign, we get the vector
∞∫
0
dt
t(et − 1)

(J0 − e−at/2 cos(ut))J1
(J0 − et−at/2 cos(ut))J2
(J0 − e−at/2 cos(ut))J3
(J0 − et−at/2 cos(ut))J4
...
 (103)
which coincides precisely with κa(u) as given in (67). Importantly, we note that in the
form (103) we can now safely continue down anywhere in the physical sheet. In particular,
in contrast with the half-mirror sheet, in the physical sheet there are no cuts between Im(u) =
a/2 and Im(u) = −a/2 and the representation (103) is valid anywhere within this strip.
The analysis for the momentum reproduces almost verbatim the one for the energy.
The only significant difference is that in case the additional term M · δ−(u[−a]) has odd
components. For evaluating the momentum we are only interested in the first component
which reads [M · δ−(u[−a])]1 = −12(g/x[−a] + x[−a]/g) = −u[−a]/(2g) . (104)
This addition accommodates precisely for the difference between the first terms in the ex-
pressions
pa(uˆ) = ia− 4g[M · k˜a(u)]1 and pa(u) = 2u− 4g [M · κ˜a(u)]1 , (105)
for the momentum in either sheet.
It is not any harder to carry out the analysis for the transitions. Suppose we start with
a transition Pa|b(uˆ, vˆ) involving two gluonic excitations of the same helicity with rapidities
on the half-mirror sheet, as given in (93), and analytically continue each of its arguments
to the physical sheet to obtain Pa|b(u, v). The only factor which poses any challenge is the
exponent φa,b(u, v) in (95), since the remaining prefactors in (93) are explicit functions of the
rapidities that can be analytically continued straight away. The latter exponent is composed
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of four functions which can all be continued along the same lines. For the sake of clarity, we
shall focus here on one of them, say
fˆ
(a,b)
1 (u, v) = 2 k˜a(u) · M · kb(v) , (106)
and proceed as before by moving both rapidities (from above) towards the upper Zhukowsky
cuts (which is x[−a] for u and y[−b] for v). When sitting on the cuts, we can add and subtract
a few δ’s, as done in (100), to write
fˆ
(a,b)
1 (u, v) = 2 κ˜a(u) · M · κb(v) + (107)
+ 2κb(v) · M · δ−(u[−a]) + 2κa(u) · M · δ+(v[−b]) + 2 δ−(u[−a]) · M · δ+(v[−b]) ,
where, using that M is symmetric, we flipped the right and left vectors in the first term.
We now immediately notice that the first line is precisely the un-hatted function f
(a,b)
1 (u, v)
in the physical sheet (69). It means that f1 is the analytical continuation of fˆ1 up to the
few extra terms also present in (107). This was to be expected since, after all, the prefactors
in (93) and (71) are quite different looking and this difference comes precisely from these
minor additional terms. What is important is that, as emphasized earlier, the action of M
on δ± can be evaluated explicitly and thence these extra terms can be turned into definite
expressions of the rapidities. Indeed, it is now a straightforward (although a bit tedious)
exercise to show that all the additional terms generated from fˆ1, fˆ2, fˆ3, fˆ4 (together with the
analytic continuation of the prefactor in (93)) nicely combine to yield the prefactor in the
physical sheet appearing in (71).19 The check of this statement for the lightest excitations is
particularly key since it justifies the starting point of the analysis performed in appendix B.1.
C Two-loop NMHV Hexagon in the All-Minus Sector
Here we quote the symbol for the two-loop super Wilson loop component W(1111) in the
scaling limit where τ → ∞ with τ + iφ held fixed as extracted from the literature. This
double scaling limit isolates the contribution of negative helicity gluons which, in the present
case, first show up at two loops. (The only important subtlety which we need to keep in
mind is the conversion rule between the ratio function R(1111) – which is normally the ob-
ject of study in the literature – and our super-loop finite ratio W(1111), see (57).) To save
space we introduce the convenient notations y = eσ, x = e−τ−iφ and combinations thereof
z = 1 + xy + y2, w = 1 + xy and u = x + y. In this alphabet the symbol takes the simple
form
sym=2s[y,w,w,x]+2s[y,w,w,y]+4s[y,w,x,x]-4s[y,w,y,y]-4s[y,y,w,x]-4s[y,y,w,y]-
s[z,u,u,x]+s[z,u,u,y]-2s[z,u,x,x]+s[z,u,y,x]+s[z,u,y,y]-s[z,w,w,x]-s[z,w,w,y]-
2s[z,w,x,x]+2s[z,w,y,y]-s[z,y,u,x]+s[z,y,u,y]+2s[z,y,w,x]+2s[z,y,w,y]+
2s[z,y,x,x]+s[z,y,y,x]-3s[z,y,y,y]
19The sort of manipulations involved here are similar to the ones performed in appendix C of [8] to which
the reader is referred.
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where we use s[a,b,c,d] to denote the symbol a ⊗ b ⊗ c ⊗ d. (This expression can be
directly copied into mathematica.) We can now convert this symbol into a series expan-
sion around y, x = 0 for the corresponding function using the algorithm developed in [13]
(which captures all the information up to zeta values). When doing so we observe a perfect
agreement with our prediction (60). One further check we did is to test the relation (59) at
symbol level.
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